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The easiest way to fixing stairs/landings
Stair Landing Connections

The Architect
gains a smooth obstacle-free soffit with no supports on show
The Engineer
gains a robust, simple and efficient connection, which can also be used to satisfy robustness
The Insitu Contractor
does not need to incorporate connections into the wall requiring tight tolerance
The Precaster
keeps control of the connection within the factory, with no need for specialist operations on site
The Main Contractor
gains reduced crane hook-time requirements, and rapid provision of access stairs
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The easiest way to fixing stairs/landings
Stair Landing Connections

The connection units are designed for connecting precast stairs and landing elements to the stairway
shaft walls, and transferring vertical shear loads between the concrete components. The connections
may also be used for support of slabs mounted between walls for other purposes.
RVK and TSS telescopic staircase connections consist of double, extendable, hollow rectangular steel
tubes type RHS made of cold worked structural steel to be cast into prefabricated concrete staircase
and landing elements. The smaller tube is sliding inside the other one, and form load carrying connections to stairwell walls.

TSS – (Terrasso Stair Support).
Cord operated, sliding inner. No visible markings on landing top surface – especially appealing for landings without screed toppings.

RVK – (Repos Vegg Konsollfritt (Landing Wall Consoll free)).
Operated by a bolt mechanism from above landing. Cost-effective, rugged solution ideal for screeded
landings.
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Product Selection Guide
Stair Landing Connections
Product

Features

Benefits

TSS 102 (acoustic version)
Use with IC Box.

Incorporates sound
deadening rubber
composite between
sliding components and
landin/wall

Minimises step-sound
vibration from stairwell into
adjacent rooms, for high
specification applications.

TSS 101 (standard
version)
Use with IC Box.

Connector capacity up
to 80 kN in a 200mm
Versatile choice for most
thick (min.) landing,
stair landing applications.
increasing to 100 kN in
a 265mm thick landing.

TSS 41 (standard version)
Use with IC Box.

Small, compact connector for lighter loads up
to 40 kN.

Cost-effective solution for
thinner stair landings of
thickness 150mm

TSS 25 L

Connector between
stair flight and landing.
25kN capacity.

A connector that is also
certified for lift in production and installation.

RVK 101 (standard
version)
Use with IC Box.

Connector capacity up
to 80 kN in a 200mm
Popular and default choice
thick (min.) landing,
for most stair landing appliincreasing to 100 kN in cations.
a 265mm thick landing.
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TSS 25 L

Connectior for Stairflight/Landing

Three in one connector!
Connector flight and landing
Remove the nib with this elegant 25kN connector for stair flight and
landing .
Leveling adjustment
Fast and easy leveling flight and landing. No need for shimming.
Lifting
Approved for lifting in production and installation
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Properties

Stair Landing Connections
Sound reduction

Type

Reduction

Estimated Value

TSS 102 w. sound reduction

20-25 dB

42 dB

TSS 101/41 w. vertical flange

10-12 dB

58 dB

TSS/RVK

5-8 dB

60 dB

Standard reinforcement
The general, and local reinforcement of the slab in the vicinity
of the unit, must be designed by
the responsible
engineer in order to ensure
integrity of the slab itself. The
assumed equilibrium situation
for the unit, and the
corresponding reaction forces
from the unit into the slab is
found in Memo 54 and 55.
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Invisible Connections AS has delivered connections to Varso tower in Warszawa, the highest
building in Europe.
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